Stay cool while you work with Lakeland’s new line of vented-back FR clothing. Let Lakeland increase your comfort on the job without sacrificing the FR protection you need.

Lakeland Warm Weather Vented FR Work Clothing

A. NISH7VB20
Khaki Vented–Back Shirt - NFPA 2112 UL Certified!
• Tapered Aramid mesh vented back improves air circulation, keeping you cool while you work
• Sleeve straps keep rolled sleeves in place for comfort in warm work environments
• Long rounded tail helps you stay “tucked-in” all day long
• NFPA 2112 UL Certified
Material:
7.0 oz. 88/12 Fyrban FR cotton (88% cotton/12% nylon)
ATPV = 8.9, HRC = 2

B. NC071V20
Vented–Back Coverall - NFPA 2112 UL Certified!
• Tapered Aramid mesh vented back, improves air circulation, keeping you cool while you work
• Two swing pockets with internal safety pass-thrus for easy access to inner pants pockets
• Flared leg cuffs make donning and doffing over work boots a breeze
• NFPA 2112 UL Certified
Material:
7.0 oz. 88/12 Fyrban FR cotton (88% cotton/12% nylon)
ATPV = 8.9, HRC = 2

All Lakeland FR Garments are sewn throughout with FR thread.

CALL TO ORDER TODAY!
800-645-9291
A. CO71RT and CO71 FR Coveralls

7.0 oz. per square yard FR Cotton Fabric: Pre-shrunk 88% cotton / 12% nylon treated with Proban®
Standard: Meets NFPA 2112, UL Certified
ATPV: 8.9, HRC: 2
Unique Feature! Flared leg cuffs for ease of donning and doffing!
• CO71RT coverall features reflective trim
• CO71 coverall has no reflective trim
• Pleated back with elastic waist for better movement and comfort
• Sewn throughout with FR thread, No exposed metal next to skin
• 7 pockets, left chest has safety flap, Swing pockets have internal pass-thrus to eliminate chance of exposure.
• Adjustable sleeve cuffs
• Available colors are Navy, Khaki Gray


B. IJKBID10 Brown Duck Industrial Jacket

10.0 oz. 88/12 FR cotton Brown Duck Liner: 9 oz. FR cotton batting quilted to 7.7 oz. pre-shrunk FR cotton with a polyurethane wind barrier.
ATPV: 50, HRC: 4
• Corduroy collar
• Non-metallic heat/FR resistant zipper
• Bi-swing pleated back
• Pleated sleeves
• 4 pocket construction
• Reinforced lanyard pass through

C. FRCNP920 Hard Hat Neck Shade

• Fits all major hard hat brands
• 7.0 oz. per square yard Khaki 88% Cotton/12% Nylon treated with Proban
• ATPV 8.9, HRC 2
• Applied directly to underside of helmet, with Velcro, no metal
• No interference with ratcheting system
• Sewn throughout with FR thread
• FR binding
• Case quantity 50 each